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Treatment of Necrotic Anterior and Posterior Teeth with Regenerative Endodontic Procedures Using PRF as a Scaffold: A Retrospective Study
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Abstract: We assessed the impact of regenerative endodontic procedures (REP) using a platelet-rich fibrin (PRF) scaffold on necrotic immature permanent anterior and posterior teeth based on the following parameters: periapical healing, changes in root development, and associations between increases in the radiographic root area (RRA), and degree of root to apical closure. The study included 50 teeth consisting of 57 roots (36 anterior and 21 posterior) treated between 2017 and 2019, with an average follow-up of two years. Complete periapical healing was achieved in 91.2% teeth, and uncertain healing was achieved in 8.8%. RRA increased in 95% of teeth and root lengthening was achieved in 86% teeth (without any mutual effect). Apical closure was significantly associated with tooth location (89% and 30% of the posterior and anterior roots, respectively). Trauma was the most common aetiology of necrotic anterior teeth, whereas caries was the only aetiology of necrotic posterior teeth. REP using PRF scaffold achieved a high success rate for periapical healing and root maturation in both anterior and posterior necrotic immature teeth. The favourable results obtained in posterior teeth may encourage the use of REP for treating necrotic immature permanent posterior teeth.
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1. Introduction

The high success rate of periapical healing and continued root development in teeth subjected to regenerative endodontic procedures (REPs) [1–4] is well documented. A recent retrospective study identified the predictors of success and provided insights into the clinical factors contributing to success. These factors include substances that come in direct contact with pulpal stem cells, namely, sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl), intracanal medications, and bioceramic placed on the top of a blood clot [4]. The optimal NaOCl concentration is controversial, and researchers have proposed various concentrations ranging from 1.5% to 6% [4–9]. The American Association of Endodontists recommends a concentration of 1.5% [10], whereas the European Society of Endodontology position statement lists concentrations ranging between 1.5% and 3.0% [11]. This necessitates a thorough understanding and assessment of the materials and components employed in REPs for an ideal clinical outcome [4].
Banchs and Trope [5] demonstrated the suitability of a blood clot as a scaffolding medium. The blood clot has long been considered a classical scaffold. Nonetheless, other scaffolding materials suitable for REPs have recently been suggested, such as blood concentrates, synthetic polymers, and ceramic materials. Platelet-rich fibrin (PRF) is a second-generation platelet concentrate [12], and its application and protocols were developed by Choukroun et al. [13]. It is a non-thrombosed autologous mesh that serves as a reservoir for the slow and continuous release of growth factors over 7 to 28 days [14,15]. It incorporates leukocytes, platelets, and a wide range of key healing proteins into a dense fibrin matrix. The use of blood concentrates is preferred over blood clots since the amount of evoked bleeding from the apical tissues is inadequate to fill the entire canal space, and an unstable blood clot may break down upon the coronal placement of a bioceramic material [16]. PRF is preferred to avoid the potential difficulties associated with blood clots, including inadequate intracanal bleeding, insufficient blood volume, or the breakdown of blood clots [9,16,17].

A vast number of case reports and series on REP have been published since 2001 [3,18,19]. However, there are insufficient studies evaluating the outcomes of REPs performed using PRF. Further, most reports on REP describe the treatment of anterior teeth and premolars [20]. Researchers have recently reported on the potential of successful REPs in posterior teeth with pulp necrosis [21–23]. No study has compared the effect of tooth location (anterior vs. posterior), root development, and apical closure on the outcomes of REP. Therefore, we aimed to report on the clinical outcomes of REPs performed using PRF scaffolds in the anterior and posterior teeth. Further, we compared the outcomes in anterior and posterior teeth (radiographic length, radiographic root area [RRA], and apical closure) based on the criteria suggested by Flake et al. [24] and Chrepa et al. [4].

The null hypothesis was that there is no difference in the outcomes between the anterior and posterior teeth.

2. Materials and Methods

This retrospective study included 50 immature permanent teeth at different developmental stages that underwent REPs using PRF and were followed-up for three years at an endodontic clinic between 01 January 2017 and 31 December 2019. The study protocol was approved by the special committee (RMB-0865-20).

The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) partially developed roots with Cvek’s Class 3–5 [25]; (2) immature permanent anterior teeth diagnosed with pulp necrosis following dental trauma, with or without periapical lesions; (3) necrotic immature permanent posterior teeth with deep caries, with or without periapical lesions; and (4) teeth which were followed-up for at least one year. Each root of a multirooted tooth was considered a separate case.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) teeth with external root resorption, (2) unmeasurable roots in multirooted teeth owing to root superposition, (3) anterior teeth with superposition owing to crowding; and (4) teeth that underwent decoronation later.

All treatments were performed by the same endodontist (R. Y.). Forty-six patients aged between 7.6 years and 16 years (23 males and 23 females) were treated with REP using PRF. Fifty-seven roots from fifty teeth were treated (thirty-six anterior, fourteen posteriors—two maxillary first molars, eight mandibular first molars, three mandibular second molars, and one premolar). This study was conducted according to the STROBE Statement (www.strobe-statement.org (accessed on 13 March 2022)).

2.1. Clinical Protocol

The REP protocol was based on recommendations by the American Association of Endodontists [10] and the European Society of Endodontology [11]. During the first REP appointment, teeth were anaesthetised using 2% lidocaine with 1:100,000 epinephrine (Safco, MI, USA), and a rubber dam was placed for isolation. We measured the radiographic root length and performed copious irrigation with 4% NaOCl (Fertilizers and Chemicals, Haifa, Israel) with minimal instrumentation. The teeth were dressed for 14–28 days using
an antibiotic paste, containing equal parts (250 mg each) of metronidazole (Sanofi-Aventis, Paris, France), cefuroxime axetil (Zinnat; GSK, Brentford, UK), and ciprofloxacin (Dexcel, Or-Akiva, Israel) dissolved in saline using Centrix (Accudose 24GA Needleubes Shelton, CT, USA). We instructed the patients to contact the clinic in case of a flare-up or swelling. During the final appointment (21–30 days later), the teeth were accessed under rubber dam isolation, following anaesthesia with 3% Scandanest (Septodont. Rue du Pont de Creteil 94107 Saint-Maur-des-Fosses Cedex, France) without a vasoconstrictor. The intracanal dressing was rinsed using 20 mL of 17% ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) using an Irrisafe irrigation tip (Satelec, Acteon, Phoenix Park Eaton Socon, A1, St Neots, Wyboston, Saint, UK) or XP-endo Finisher (FKG Dentaire, Switzerland). A qualified nurse drew 49 mL of blood from the median cubital vein using a butterfly needle (BC12; Zhejiang Kindly Medical Devices Co., Longwan, China). The blood sample was immediately centrifuged for 8 min at 1300 rpm according to the manufacturer’s instructions [26] to prepare PRF at the chair side. PRF was extracted using forceps, sectioned into small pieces, and stored in sterile conditions at room temperature until use. Prior to PRF introduction, a precursor # 20 K-file was overextended 2 mm apically to induce bleeding. Freshly prepared PRF was condensed to the full root canal length using an entire set of B&L pluggers (Biotech, VA, USA). Subsequently, a collagen plug (Collagen Matrix, NJ, USA) was placed over the PRF, 1 mm below the cemento-enamel junction. The teeth were restored using bioceramic materials, namely mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA; Angelus, Londrina, Brazil) in the posterior teeth and Biodentine (Septodont, Saint-Maur-des-Fosses, France) in the anterior teeth. This variation was practiced owing to the lesser discoloration by Biodentine than that by MTA [27]. The access cavity was sealed using a glass ionomer (Fuji, Tokyo, Japan) in the anterior teeth and using a glass ionomer with a composite filling above it (FilteK P60, 3M Centre, St. Paul, MI, USA) in the posterior teeth. The follow-up period ranged between 12 and 38 months.

2.2. Assessment of Outcome

We clinically assessed the outcomes in the absence of any signs and symptoms and a negative cold-sensitivity test. Periapical healing, root elongation, RRA, and apical closure were assessed radiographically (Figure 1a,b). For this, we re-sized the immediate postoperative and follow-up periapical radiographs to match the size and pixels. We used the Freeware Image J software (version 1.47; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Rockville, MD, USA) together with the TurboReg plugin tool (Philippe Thevenaz, Biomedical Imaging Group, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland) Rasband 1997–2018 [28] as described by Kahler et al. [29]. In brief, for radiographs obtained using different imaging systems, we used the ‘Images to Stack’ and ‘Stack to Images’ functions to equalise the number of pixels in the radiograph. Subsequently, the radiographs of each case were aligned and normalised using the TurboReg plugin tool. This tool enabled the measurement of curved roots (Figure 2a,b). Two evaluators (RY and AYK) conducted the calibration sessions using instructional videos. All cases were separately reviewed by two calibrated examiners. They discussed the case upon obtaining dissimilar results until it was resolved. The above-mentioned changes in root dimension were calculated as a percentage (Figure 3a,b). Hence, we evaluated the effect of the treatment based on the relative increase in RRA and root length.
Figure 1. Measurement of RRA in an anterior tooth (a) at the end of REP, (b) at the 12-month follow-up. Uncertain healing and an unchanged apical closure are observed.

Figure 2. The measurement of RRA in a posterior root (a) at the end of REP, (b) at the 18-month follow-up. Complete healing and apical closure are observed.

Figure 3. The formulae used to calculate relative measurements (%) of the radiographic length (a) and root area (b).

\[
\frac{RL_1}{RL_0} \times 100 \quad \frac{RRA_1}{RRA_0} \times 100
\]

(a) \hspace{1cm} (b)

RRA, radiographic root area; REP, regenerative endodontic procedure.

RL_0 = the radiographic length at the end of REP and RL_1 = the radiographic length at the final follow-up.

RRA_0, the radiographic root area at the end of REP, RRA_1 = the radiographic root area at the final follow-up of REP.
2.3. Data Collection

We recorded the patient age, sex, and tooth type. Furthermore, we recorded the number of months between the end of REPs and the last follow-up, periapical diagnoses, and the aetiology of pulpal necrosis. We recorded data collected at the follow-up visit, including clinical signs and symptoms. Periapical radiographs at the end of REPs and at the last follow-up were obtained from the patients’ files to assess periapical healing and changes in the RRA and root length.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Summary statistics were computed and presented for the clinical outcomes in the cohort. We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients and p-values of the correlation test to assess the correlation between the relative increases in root length and dentin area. The distributions were characterised using boxplots (25% quantile, median, and 75% quantile). We assessed the statistical significance of differences between the mean increases in the dentine area or root length in the anterior versus posterior roots using the t-test with unequal variance (Welch t-test). Furthermore, we determined the association between the root closure status and anterior/posterior root location using the chi-square test. We evaluated the significance of the association between the relative increases in the dentine area or root length with root closure status groups (closed/incomplete/unchanged) using the one-way analysis of variance. All analyses were performed using R software, version 3.6 (https://www.r-project.org/ (accessed on 1 September 2021)).

3. Results

A total of 50 teeth (n = 57 roots) from 46 patients who underwent REP and were followed up for 12–38 months were included in the study (Figure 4). Among the 14 posterior teeth, we could only measure 21 roots owing to superposition.

Figure 4. The distribution of the follow-up period.

Figure 5 illustrates the RRA and length measurements obtained for all roots. Fifty-four (95%) roots exhibited increase in RRA, and 49 (86%) roots exhibited increase in length. The overall dimensions of the anterior roots were larger than those of the posterior roots. Therefore, the percentage-wise measurements are described as relative values (Figure 6). A significant overall correlation between the length and RRA changes was observed (Pearson r = 0.44, p = 0.00048). The relative average increase in the RRA of the posterior roots was 39% and that of the anterior roots was 26% (t-test p = 0.037; Table 1). The average relative increase in the length of the posterior roots was 11% and that of the anterior roots was 6% (t-test, p = 0.029; Table 1).
Figure 5. Summary of RRA (radiographic root area) and root length measurements. Solid and open circles represent the root dimensions before the procedure and at the follow-up visit, respectively. Each pair of before/after measurements for the same root is connected by an arrow. Orange and coral colours represent anterior and posterior roots, respectively.

Figure 6. The relative increase (in percentages) in root length and RRA (radiographic root area). (A) scatterplot of increase in area vs increase in length; (B) individual distributions shown as boxplots. Coral and blue circles represent anterior and posterior roots, respectively.
Table 1. Continued development (increase in RRA and length) of the anterior and posterior roots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Continued Root Development</th>
<th>Anterior</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Posterior</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>IQR</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>IQR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA, radiographic root area; IQR, interquartile range.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the apical root closure status in the anterior and posterior teeth. There is a significant association between the type of tooth and apical closure status as follows: 89% (n = 17/19) of all healed posterior roots demonstrated an apical closure, whereas only 30% (10/33) of all healed anterior roots presented with apical closure. In addition, the apical diameter did not change in eight of the 33 healed anterior roots (χ² p = 0.00018). There were no missing data.

Table 2. The distribution and frequency of apical closure status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Teeth</th>
<th>Apical Closure Status</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>Incomplete</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

Recently, REP has gained popularity due to its potential to induce neotissue formation in the root canal space and hard tissue formation [1]. Its primary objective is to enable the healing of apical periodontitis and to help achieve other goals affecting tooth maturation [30]. Tooth maturation involves regaining normal pulpal physiological functions, which are evaluated in terms of continued root development, immune competency, and normal nociception [30]. Kim et al. [18] suggested that all teeth with immature roots (Cvek Class 1–4 (25)) that do not need intraradicular restoration could be treated with REP. The NaOCl concentration used for disinfection irrigation contributes to the treatment success. We used 4% NaOCl in combination with 20 mL of 17% EDTA. Martin et al. [9] demonstrated that dentin conditioning with high concentrations of NaOCl exerted a profound negative effect on the survival and differentiation of stem cells of the apical papilla in vitro; however, the use of 17% EDTA following NaOCl irrigation minimised the aforementioned effect. Chrepa et al. [4] reported that 1.5% NaOCl was associated with a higher risk of failure, whereas a higher concentration of NaOCl (6%) and the complete strength of double antibiotic paste were associated with greater increase in root development.

We used a modified triple antibiotic paste (TAP) as an intracanal medication since the majority of previous studies have reported high success rates with TAP [4,31,32]. The originally suggested TAP included minocycline, which caused discoloration. Therefore, researchers suggested to discard or replace it with another type of antibiotics [31].

The scaffold is another clinical factor that contributes to REP success. Although the clinical advantages of PRF over blood clots are debatable, we used PRF as a scaffold in all cases. Moreover, the use of blood concentrates as an alternative source for blood clots may have several advantages, including the increased concentration of growth factors [33], resolution of clinical signs and symptoms of apical periodontitis, and continued root development [2,14]. Comparative clinical studies have indicated that root lengthening is significantly more frequent in REPs using PRF than in those using blood clots [34,35]. In comparison with the blood clot scaffold, PRF induced greater apical closure [3] and lesser root canal obliteration [36]. This is a better outcome since obliteration may exert an adverse effect on future endodontic treatments. Ulusoy et al. [36] demonstrated no need for prior apical bleeding for successful REP with PRF. Nonetheless, bleeding was evoked in the present study prior to PRF insertion to ensure the continuity of the PRF with apical tissues.
Moreover, a recent meta-analysis by Koç and Del Fabbro [30] reported that the success rate of REP was significantly greater with blood concentrates than with blood clots.

In the present study, we observed radiographic periapical healing in 91.2% of the patients and uncertain healing in 8.8%. This result was similar to those of other studies that reported a high periapical healing rate of 90–100% [4,19,30,37,38]. However, the stratification of the anterior and posterior teeth demonstrated significantly different outcomes with respect to root development. The change in RRA was greater than that in root length, consistent with previous reports [19,36,37]. Interestingly, the average change in RRA was 26.2% for the anterior teeth and 39.3% \((p = 0.037)\) for the posterior teeth. Similarly, the average relative increase in the root length was 6.14% in anterior teeth and 11.3% in posterior teeth \((p = 0.029)\). The aforementioned increase in molar root dimensions was in accordance with that reported by Duggal et al. [12].

There are insufficient reports on the outcomes of REP in molars. KoÇ and Del Fabbro [30] evaluated the effect of aetiology on the REP success rate in 445 samples consisting of 432 anterior teeth and premolars and only 13 molars. However, they did not specify if ‘success’ denoted periapical healing, an increase in root dimensions, or both. The aetiology of necrosis in their sample included dental trauma (65%), broken dental cusps (29%), and dental caries (6%). There was no significant positive association between the aetiology of pulp necrosis and the REP success rate. Another meta-analysis examined the dimensional changes among anterior and posterior teeth according to the etiological factors such as caries, trauma, and dental anomalies. The majority of pronounced dimensional changes were observed in the dental anomalies group [19]. The above-mentioned studies are the only reports on the outcome of REP in molars; thus, it was difficult to draw any clear conclusions, and there is a need for further studies to determine the effect of aetiologic factors on REP outcomes. In this study, all posterior teeth presented with caries as the etiological factor, and RRA in the carious teeth was 13% greater than that in the anterior teeth, in which trauma was the etiological factor. Unlike the results of the present study, Chrepa et al. [4] demonstrated that teeth with caries were associated with a significantly lower increase in the RRA than those with trauma. This discrepancy may be attributed to the difference in the sample size as follows: the present study included 14 posterior teeth, all with caries causing pulp necrosis, whereas the San Antonio study [4] included only five teeth with caries as the aetiology with two (out of five) failures. Chrepa et al. [4] speculated that caries, as a predictor of failure, may be attributed to a long-standing biofilm structure and the inability of sufficient disinfection to eliminate it. The variations in the types of biofilms that characterised both studies may be a possible explanation for the differences in success rates between the studies. The patients referred to our clinic were young and were referred immediately following the diagnosis of pulp necrosis. The biofilm on their teeth was presumably young and susceptible to the disinfection protocol. Manoharan et al. [33] reported that the root canal microflora of traumatised teeth is diverse and differs from that of root canal infections not caused by trauma.

Our findings demonstrated no significant difference between the anterior and posterior teeth with regard to periapical healing; however, significant statistical differences regarding changes in the root dimension may contribute to the aetiologic effect on the outcomes. Trauma exerts a detrimental effect on root development [39,40]. Nagata et al. [39] reported that severe trauma has the potential to cause damage to the Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath and/or apical papilla; thus, traumatised teeth may be less likely to achieve clinically meaningful continued root development than immature teeth with pulpal necrosis caused by caries. Furthermore, changes in the microenvironment in the periapical area may deplete the stem cell numbers and reduce vascularity [29,39,41–43]. Apical closure is an additional desired outcome following REP. Of the five types of REP outcomes described by Lv et al. [2], the first three are associated with the apical foramen. In the present study, we classified apical closure (Table 2) as complete, incomplete, and unchanged closures, which occurred in 52.9% \((n = 27/52)\), 32.7% \((n = 17/52)\), and 15.4% \((n = eight/52)\) cases, respectively. These findings are consistent with those of Saoud et al. [38], who reported complete apical closure.
in 55% teeth at the 1-year follow-up. In a prospective study of 16 teeth, Kahler et al. [29] found complete closure in 19.4% teeth and incomplete closure in 47.2% teeth. In another study comparing platelet-rich plasma to blood clots, Bezgin et al. [43] observed complete closure in 70% \((n = 7/10)\) teeth of the platelet-rich plasma group and in 60% \((n = 6/10)\) teeth of the blood clot group. Apical closure was delayed in preoperatively symptomatic cases. We found a statistically significant association between the type of tooth and apical closure. In this study, the prevalence of complete or partial apical closure was considerably higher in the posterior teeth than that in the anterior teeth. The high incidence of incomplete or unchanged apical closure in the anterior teeth in this study suggests that the correlation between changes in the RRA and apical closure should be re-examined. However, no study has considered the aforementioned possibility until now. Our findings suggest that apical closure was not associated with changes in RRA.

5. Conclusions

The findings of our study contribute to the evolving field of REPs. Using a combination of blood clot and PRF as a scaffold may help enhance REP outcomes through RRA changes. Further research is needed to investigate whether the aetiology of pulpal necrosis or the tooth type (anterior/posterior) affects REP outcomes in terms of tooth maturation, including root lengthening, dentin area widening, and apical closure.
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